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INTRODUCTION

Soccer is one of the oldest and most wide-spread sports in the world, and
yet, in the United States soccer enjoys Iittle popularity o Especially is this true
of the elementary grades where only slight recognition is given to soccer as a
purposeful part of an elementary physical education program. Often the only
game presented is "Kick Bal I. 11 Perhaps, even then, the major emphasis is on
the rules and techniques in Kick Ball which apply to softball or baseball.
This paper will concern itself with the desirability of including the teaching of soccer skills in the physical education program for intermediate grades.
It will show how soccer meets the demands of the four basic physical education
objectives: (1) organic development; (2) neuromuscular development; (3) interpretive development; and (4) emotional developmento It will explain the
meaning of these objectives and their importance to the physical education of
children. It will give an analysis of the skills needed in the performance of
soccer. Finally, it will provide an elementary soccer unit for the fourth, fifth,
and sixth grades, which will be considered the intermediate grades.
Games will be analyzed with respect to their contribution to the four physical education objectives. Teaching suggestions will be given in the hope that
it will facilitate the classroom or physical education teacher's organization and
presentation.
Since very often boys and girls of the intermediate grade level meet
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together for their physical education classes, games, relays, and drills will be
presented in which both sexes can engage jointlyo There will be suggestions on
how to treat sex differences in the actual game situation to the advantage and
pleasure of both boys and girls. Girls compete against girls and boys compete
against boys, although both sexes make up one team.
The materials that are used to achieve a basic skill program for the teaching of soccer in the intermediate grades are drawn from those sources which deal
with elementary physical education, with methods and organization, and with
objectives and principles of physical education.,
The writer believes that even if soccer is never played again by boys and
girls after graduating from school, the values in body bui Iding accrued in learning the skills that are necessary to satisfactory participation in soccer or soccerlike games is of inestimable importance to each individual. The efficiently developed physical body is a life-long tool for a healthy, productive, and happy
life. Soccer can be one of the instruments through which body building can be
accomplished.

CHAPTER I

HISTORY OF SOCCER

Games requiring the use of a ball in their execution have had intriguing
appeal to children since man's time on earth began. This is not surprising when
it is noted how eagerly children reach out for a ball to throw it, to catch it, or
to kick it. They can scarcely wait until the leader's instructions are finished
and the day's plans are agreed upon to put that bal I into play o
Van Dalen 1 writes of early Chinese physical education that:
In ancient times a round, hair-filled ball, made of eight
pointed strips of leather, was employed in football, but
by the fifth century the inflated ball was introduced.
Two or three similar types of football games were known.
In one, a goal resembling a triumphal arch was formed
of bamboo poles, thirty to forty feet high, joined by a
silk cord. Apparently, they used only one goal and each
player took his turn at kicking. Close dribbling was a
part of the game and there were some ways in which opponents could interfere, for several types of fouls existed.
From the above discussion it would seem that these early football games
used kicking and dribbling with the feet to move the ball toward the goal, and
that they did not provide for carrying or passing the ball with the hands as in
our modern game of American footbal I.
The origin of the actual game of soccer is uncertain. One can assume

Deobold B. Van Dalen, Elmer D. Mitchell, and Bruce L. Bennett, A
World History of Physical Education (Englewood Cliff, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
lnco, 1956), p. 24.
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that refinements of the early kicking games of the Irish, Greeks, and the Romans
continually occurred as the need for them arose, out of which, the game of soccer evolved.
Mi 11 e.-2 states that:
About 1850, the unorganized game of football began to be
popular in the English public schools where rules and space
Iimitations were introduced that made the game less dangerous. Both our modern games of football and soccer were developed from this game. In 1863, the London Football
Association named its kicking game 11 Association Football, 11
to distinguish it from "Rugby" in which passing was allowed.
The word "Association" was first abbreviated to "Assoc" and
then to 11 Soccer. 11
Soccer was introduced into the United States about the middle of the ninteenth century. Since then soccer has been played in secondary schools and
colleges. Little interest has been shown In soccer outside these agencies. American footbal I, which resembles more closely the older game of Rugby, attracts a
devoted following which soccer has not been accorded. "It may be that it is too
difficult for Americans to make the adjustment of controlling the ball with the
feet, and certainly there is no professional future in soccer. u3
However, it is not the purpose of this paper to promote soccer as a recreational sport. Rather it is to indicate how the skills in soccer can help boys and
girls grow towards a vital, wel I-coordinated body, with social development and
emotional maturity as concommittant results.

2
Donna Mae Miller and Katherine L. Ley, Individual and Team Sports for
Women (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955), p. 371.

3
Glen F.D. Warner, "Soccer, 11 Journal of Health, Physical Education,
Recreation, 29 (Oct., 1958), p. 19-20 + 46.

, CHAPTER II

OBJECTIVES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Without clear-cut objectives to be used as standards, and from which to
elicit principles, a whole program of physical education, a complete unit of
physical education activities, or even one game bogs down for lack of concerted direction and mearningo
The above thought is not new to teachers, but it does need to be held up
as a constant reminder of purpose. The good thought without the good application bears no fruit o
Two objectives, organic development and neuromuscular development,
are the particular and unique responsibilities of the physical education classo
There is agreement among physical education writers upon these two objectives.
Upon other objectives there is not disagreement, as such, or even disagreement in interpretation, but there is a difference in classification. Sometimes the emotional development objective is Iisted separately from the social
development objective. Often there can be found a category which is named
the socio-emotional objective, and the two together forming concurrent objectives.
The specific physical education objectives referred to by one of the
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pioneers of the profession, Clark W. Hetherington, 4 are as fol lows:
1o

Organic Development~--Organic development means
the ability of the human organism to sustain adaptive
effort, to move with rhythmic cadence, to function
on the highest possible level for the better enjoyment
of movement and to lay the basis for full and efficient
living.

2.

Neuromuscular Development.--Neuromuscular development refers to the acquiring of skills which makes possible more efficient action of the body, lays the basis
for participation in dramatic and recreational activities
and increases the ability of the individual to think.

3o

Interpretive Development.--lnterpretive development
relates to the ability of the individual to think more
clearly in terms of time and space and, with the growth
of group activities, to think of human relationships.

4o

Emotional Development.--Few activities outside of
physical education offer more opportunities to guide
the emotional drives, interests, and hungers of youth
and adults into approved channels o

These objectives will be used as the guide for this paper, because they inelude a definite mention of interpretive development, which should merit a place
in the rating of an activity and its relative importance to the child and his curriculumo
The one change will be in Hetherington's last objective, emotional development. When referred to later in the paper it will be called socio-emotional

4

C. W. Hetherington, School Program in Ph sical Education t'f onkers-OnHudson, N. Y. World Book Co., 1926 , as quoted by Jay B. Nash, Physical
Education: Interpretations and Objectives (New York: A.S. Bames and Co.,
1948), pp. 57-58.

5
The word "development" means to bring about a greater capacity to perform through one's own activity.
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development. This, then, implies that emotional control or growth in emotional
maturity contributes to the social ski IIs needed for democratic living, and that
social skills make for an easier transition from the
11

11

1'1 drive of childhood to the

We 11 drive of adulthood. This transition is growth in emotional maturity.
A criticism which may be made of Hetherington's objectives is that the

categories overlap in some respects with no clear-cut, definitive limit.
On the other hand, it may be said that if one objective flows naturally
into another, the task of choosing the proper vehicles for their implementation
is thus made easier.
Having decided upon the objectives towards which to direct the total
program, the next step is to apply these objectives to soccer-I ike (lead-up}
games to determine the value of including soccer skills in the intermediate
physical education curriculum.

CHAPTER 111

HOW SOCCER MEETS THE DEMANDS
OF THE
FOUR PHYSICAL EDUCATION OBJECTIVES

The following description of soccer made by a person who has participated
in it during his elementary years will serve to indicate the variety of skills to be

6
found in the game and the need for endurance and teamwork:
There is no sport or game that can compare with soccer.
In it most players must be able to control the ball wholly
without the use of their hands and arms. They must stop
the bal I, carry it, pass it acurately [sic] to a given
spot, often at top speed and while dodging among players or jumping into the air. You have to keep your balance while at the same time keeping your eyes on the
field ahead of you and on the ball. Football is slow;
basebal I gives you time to think and space to move in;
basketball allows you to use your hands to control the
ball and your feet to propel yourself, while in soccer
you have to do everything with your feet and trunk and
you have to do it fast and with people in front of you,
beside you and behind you. There is nothing like soccer!

7
In one of the writer's classes a rating scale of high, medium, and low was
used to designate the contribution of various activities to the objectives of physical education which were mentioned in Chapter II. Soccer was rated high in

6
Monica R. Wild and Doris E. White, Physical Education for Elementary
Schools (Cedar Falls, Iowa, Iowa State Teachers College, 1952), p. 226.

7
Notes from Course No. 458, Principles, Objectives, and Administration
of Physical Education (Eastern Illinois University, 1960).
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organic development, medium to high in neuromuscular development, medium to
high in interpretive development, and high in socio-emotional development.
Organic Development
Organic development relates to the development of the various organs in
the body. These organs are distinguished by the fact that they are not under conscious control, and therefore some method of stimulating these organs to produce
vitality is necessary. Vitality is the result of the functioning efficiency of the
heart, the lungs, the kidneys, the digestive tract, the endocrine glands, and
the nervous system. It might be said that the amount of organic functioning efficiency equals the life strength of the individual.
Since the organs are not under conscious control, the only way that the
functional powers can be developed is indirectly through the exercise of the
large muscles of the trunk and hip joints, which are activated by vigorous movement of the arms and legs. The amount of organic development is, of course, in-

8
fluenced by heredity, which determines the potential powers of the individual.
The activities which contribute to organic development are those activities
which are natural or primary to children 1s preference. These are running, climbing, jumping, pulling, pushing, and hanging.
By its very nature soccer is a running game. It may be col led a vigorous
game because of the necessarily high incidence of running in the game. The word

8
Winifred Van Hagen, Genevie Dexter, and Jesse Feiring Williams,
Physical Education in the Elementary School, Sacramento: California State Department of Education, 1951), p. 24.
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11

vigorous 11 is a criterion of organic-building activities. Activities which are

vigorous enough to cause breathlessness should be a part of every physical education period.
Running, which may be said to be basic to organic development, brings
I

9

about systemic stimulation. It leads to a power-building cycle which Nash
enumerates as: exercise; burning of stored material; releasing of heat and energy;
elimination of wastes; taking in more food from the blood; gaining more capacity
to store food; and then back to exercise. The whole process repeats itself over
and over. It is by use that the organs increase their vital, Iife-giving strength.
What happens physically to the child who runs, and runs hard enough to
cause momentary breathlessness?

As the bones, muscles, and joints cooperate to move the body in vigorous
exercise, these same bones, muscles, and joints become stronger. Vigorous movement causes the heart, a muscle also, to respond by pumping more blood to flow
through the complex arterial and capillary system. The blood transports food,
the product of digestion, to the far-flung cells which use the food to release the
needed energy demanded by movement. Breathing becomes more rapid, bringing
in more oxygen which passes through the thin tissues of the lungs. The oxygen is
picked up by the red corpuscles which then circulate with the blood. They drop
their load of oxygen at the cells and on the return trip to the lungs carry away
the waste products of carbon dioxide.

9
Jay B. Nash, Ph sical Education: Interpretations and Ob·ectives {New
York: The Ronald Press Company, 1948 ,p. 102.
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Through use the heart grows stronger, more efficient, and has more endurance. The resting rate of the heart beat becomes slower. This provides an important safety margin for the heart when it is called on to meet an emergency.
Persons who take regular exercise have more red corpuscles than do those persons who live a sedentary life. An abundance of red corpuscles means that more
food and oxygen can be transported more quickly to the cells. The lungs gain
in capacity to provide more oxygen for the red corpuscles.
The body has a heat regulatory system which seeks to keep the body temperature at around 98.6°F. This is the temperature at which bodily processes
function best. When too much heat is produced, as in vigorous exercise, the
regulatory system eliminates the heat by expanding the cells of the body which
Iie near the surface. This larger surface of radiation causes perspiration. This
is the body's cooling system.
If there is not enough heat, the regulatory system contracts the eel Is near
the surface of the body, conserving heat, and uti Iizing the blood to protect the
internal, vital organs.
The person who does not exercise loses the quick adjusting power of the
regulatory system.
Elimination of bodily wastes takes place through the lungs, the kidneys,
the large colon, and the skin. These products are eliminated more quickly when
the organs of elimination are stimulated through activity. They must work in order
to deve Iop efficiency •
11

The various organs that function to produce these responses develop as
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they work and proper organic development is, of course, basic to the child's
10
present and future health. 11
The running phase of soccer encourages organic development because the
big muscles of the body are used which in tum stimulate organic activity.
Neuromuscular Development
Neuromuscular (nerve-muscle) development is a matter of synaptic connections. Synaptic connections, the establishment of a contact between two
nerves, begins with a variety of possible connections. Eventually, through trial
and error, the individual progresses from 11 fumble to skill • 11 A desirable habit has
been set up to form a reflex pattern which is specific to the function and which is,
therefore, time and energy-saving. "Habits and skills are the result of repeated
11
11
11 Not all habits are good, but a skill is a
attempts to perform coordination.
12
11
good habit.
Soccer is made up of many skills. Running, starting, stopping, and dodging are basic in soccer just as they are in many games. The skills which are of
particular importance to soccer include dribbling, kicking and passing, trapping,
blocking, volleying, tackling, and punting.
Learning to perform these skills adds to the satisfaction and pleasure of the

10
Elizabeth Halsey and Lorena Porter, Physical Education for Children: A
Developmental Program (New York: Henry Holt and Co., Inc., 1958), p. 3.

11
12

Nash, op. c it., p. 161 •
-Notes from Course No. 458, loc. cit.
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individual because he is gaining efficient control over the movement of his body.
Muscles grow in size and power as they respond to the request of the nervous system for activity.
Soccer can contribute to neuromuscular development so that coordination
and strength are improved. A habit can last a life-time, so that it is important
for skills to be taught correctly. Skills should be presented at the appropriate
maturation level in progressive steps with adequate time for practicing.
Interpretive Development
It has already been said that organic development is related to neuromuscular development. The trial and error method of muscle coordination produces
the skill. This preceeds interpretive development. When the ski II has been
learned, however, the individual begins to use the results of organic and neuromuscular development to make judgments concerning the 11 why, 11 the "how, 11 the
11

what, 11 and the 11 when 11 use of the skill in a given situation. Now interpretive

evaluation preceeds the use of the skill.
Participation in soccer helps to build interpretive ability by providing the
player with opportunities to analyze a tense situation, to make decisions quickly
under highly emotional conditions, and to interpret his opponent's actions.
The player must decide when it is best to play slowly or to dart quickly
downfi e Id, when to pass the ba 11, at wha~ ang Ie the ba 11 must be passed so that
his teammate can play it, what strategy to use, how to change the body balance
in order to block the high or low ball, how to tackle the ball successfully, and
when to kick for goal. Finally, the player must understand and appreciate why
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there are rules and why he must operate within those rules.
Socio-emotional Development
Organic, neuromuscular, and intellectual development have been shown to
be interrelated. The degree of developmental progress in any one of the objectives wil I proportionately affect the degree of progress in the otherso So it is with
the last objective--socio-emotional development o Although physical education
must take responsibility for development in organic and neuromusuclar development
as natural objectives to the field, interpretive and socio-emotional objectives may
be considered as concommittant objectives, which require wise and careful teaching, not only in the choosing of activities to advance their growth, but also, in
the recognition of "teachable moments" to implement that growtho
If it is agreed that emotional maturity is basic to social adequacy or that the
one cannot occur without the other, then the teacher's responsibility is to provide
opportunities for each individual to succeed, and to accept occasional failure in
a desirable mannero Success is basic to personality growtho Success as an individual and as a valued member of society is not only a democratic goal, for all,
but is also a contributing factor to individual stability.
The end product of emotional development is probably social adjustment.
But social adjustment begins with growth in emotional maturity. The integrated
ego is free to embrace the larger social goals--to contribute to them and be guided
by them--without fear of damage to its own stability.
In physical education success can be measured in terms of organic endurance
(vitality of the organic systems), neuromuscular strength and body control, and
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socio-emotional adjustment to the situation according to the intellectual approach to the solving of the problem.
At the intermediate level team membership is paramounto Peer approval
becomes an individual goal

o

Team games are an important and necessary part

of the physical education program in order to take advantage of and give recognition to the particular talents of each member of the team o Being accepted
as a contributing member of a team is proof of adequacy, and certainly leads
to confident Iiving. But there are other ways to be a successful and accepted
team membero There are squad leaders, scorekeepers, referees, umpires, and
equipment managers. The importance and necessity of these positions are emphasized by having the highly skilled people participate in these responsibilities.
Acknowledgment of such qualities as cheerfulness, helpfulness, cooperation,
fairness, friendliness, and respect for others helps to give class members a feeling of worth and belonging.
Soccer, as a team game, has much to offer in the way of socio-emotional
development. First, as a member of a team, there is a feeling of group unity.
Second, there is cooperation in working toward a common purpose o Each member works toward playing his position in such a way as to enhance his team's
potentiality o
Situations arise in the playing where evaluation can be made concerning
control of emotions, respect for the officials, appreciation of the good plays of
teammates and opponents alike, and sympathy and encouragement for those who
make poor plays o
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The team game of soccer calls for a large number of players on the field.
This requires the individual player to remain in his own playing position, which
is in itself a self-discipline, but soccer also demands sportsmanlike behavior because of the many occasions where one player is pitted against an opponent o
Soccer can meet the need for vigorous activity; it has ski 11 and strength
potentialities; it can promote group and individual growth; and it can provide
opportunities to improve conscious judgment.
Since soccer-like games can meet the four objectives of physical education, it becomes necessary to develop a program of progressive soccer ski I Is for
the intermediate grades which will produce the desired resultso Chapter Four
will give an analysis of the skills which are necessary to gain proficiency in
soccero Chapter Five will elaborate on the relays, drills, and games which
lead to soccer.

CHAPTER IV

FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS WHICH MAKE UP SOCCER

Dribbling
Kicking (and Passing)
Trapping
Blocking

Volleying
Tackling
Punting

Dribbling
Dribbling is a means of advancing the ball by a series of taps with the inside of the foot with the leg rotated outward. The foot should contact the ball
just below its center. If the ball is tapped every third step the feet will alternote in tapping it. With practice some children can keep the bal I close to the
feet while at the same time going at a good speed and dodging attackers. The
foot that taps the bal I begins the next three steps.
Slow run:

Tap right, step right, tap left, step left.

Fast run:

Tap right, run right, left, right: tap

left,

run left, right, left.
Older students may learn to dribble with the outside of the feet also but
elementary pupils will do well to stick to the use of the inside of the feet. Dribbling is usually the first skill to be presented in formal drill with elementary
pupils and can be begun in the third or fourth grade, with much review in the
succeeding grades.
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Kicking
This term may include:
1.

Passing a ball to a teammate, with the ball remaining rather close to the
ground. Such a kick may be done to the left or right with the inside or
the outside of either foot or it may be made straight ahead.

2.

Lifting the ball into the air straight ahead or to either side with the top of
the instep. This is used to make place kicks for kick-ins, free kicks, penalty kicks, and kicks for goals.

3.

Kicking the ball backward with the heel. This is a particularly good move
to make to keep the ball from going out of bounds, but it is an advanced
technique.
In any of these conditions the bal I should be contacted below its center.

Analysis of the kicks

l.

Passing the bal I. When the force used on the bal I is smal I this type of kick

is just as described under dribbling. When more force is needed for a pass to a
teammate or even for a kick through the goal, the kicking leg should be raised
diagonally back to the right for a kick to the left. As the forward swing is taken,
the knee is slightly bent, the toe is pointed down and the hip rotated outward.
The force is applied by extending the knee and ankle. If the kick is to the right,
the left leg is used in the same manner. When the kick is to be made using the
outside of the foot, the right leg would be drawn across the body to the left in
preparation for the kick and would swing to the right for the kick. If the kick is
to the left, the left leg is used in similar manner.
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When the kick is made straight ahead, the bal I is most frequently contacted by the top of the instep with the toe pointed toward the ground. If the
bal I is to be Iifted, the toe is raised as the kick is made. Because we do not
use the proper shoes, insist that children use the instep and not the toe kick for
safety reasons.
2. Lifting the ball into the air. This kick is used for a long pass or a shot at the
goal or for a place kick. In preparation for the kick, the whole leg should be
drawn back by extension of the hip, with the knee bent and the toe pointing toward the ground. The kick is made by swinging the whole leg forward from the
hip. The ball is met squarely on the top of the instep with the ankle still extended.
With this same form the ball may be met in the air or from a bounce and thus makes
a volley kick. In any of these the direction of the kick is determined by the way
the body is facing rather than the swing of the leg.
3. The Heel Kick is used when a player needs to get the ball back into play in
the direction of his own goal without taking the time to turn around for the kick.
It may be made after trapping the ball with the heel or it may be made by overrunning the bal I and without attempting to stop it, I ift the leg forward with knee
slightly bent and toe pointing upward, strike backward, hitting the ball below its
center with the back of the heel. This is a difficult ski II to master but some elementary boys and girls can learn to use it. In order to avoid a bad fall by loss of
balance, the trunk should bend slightly forward with the arms held diagonally forward outward.
Note: When any type of kick ls used in directing the ball to the goal, it is called
"shooting. 11
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Trapping and Blocking
These are some of the means of stopping a ball and maintaining possession
of it. Skills of this kind are not easy for elementary pupils to master but some
degree of ability must be developed in them before much passing and dribbling
practice can be carried on.
The various methods of trapping are (l) sole of the foot, (2) inside of lower
leg, (3) front of both legs, (4) heel.
Analysis of the traps
1.

Sole of the foot: The leg is raised forward with the knee bent and the ankle
flexed so the heel is lower than the toe. As the ball strikes the ground its
forward progress is stopped by the heel as the sole is clamped down on it to
keep it from rebounding. The body weight is held by the foot on the ground!
Caution children not to step on the bal I. A loss of balance may result.

2.

Inside of lower leg: This trap is usually made by stopping in a forward-backward stride position with the weight on the forward foot, knee bent. The toe
of the back leg rests on the ground; the knee of that leg is flexed and turned
in, making a trap into which the bal I goes. The trap must be made just as
the ball comes. The leg must not be pressed down on the ball or it will pop
out of the trap. Learn to trap with either leg.

3.

Front of both legs: As the bal I comes, the player with feet and legs together
bends both knees, arms stretched slightly forward sideways for balance. The
ball is caught between the shins and the ground. A similar type of trap may
be made by turning the toes outward with feet in a slightly forward stride
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position and knees turned in. The ball is caught between the ground and
the inside of both legs. The trunk must be bent forward for balance.
4.

The heel. This is similar to the heel kick but with little propelling force.

Analysis of Blocking
Blocking is similar to trapping except that it is done by parts of the body
above the legs and results in some movement forward of the ball. The methods
are: (1) chest, (2) waist or abdomen, (3) thigh.
1. and 2. In the first two the trunk is allowed to lean forward and cup in by
flexing the spine • For girls when the ba II comes at the Ieve I of the chest,
the arms should be folded tightly across it but no movement of the arms forward is allowed. When the ball is stopped by the waist, the abdominal
muscles should be contracted as the bal I hits and the ball directed to the
ground. Children should know how to perform this block, but at this
stage of development have children turn, block with hip instead of abdomen and jump backward as the ball hits.
3.

In the third, the thigh and knee are flexed and the thigh is swung outward
so the bal I hits on its inside. Arms are held out for balance. The supporting knee is slightly bent and the trunk leans slightly forward.
In al I of these the body must bend and give with the bal I so that the bal I

drops to the ground ready for the blocker to play.

Volleying
This is meeting the bal I in the air by means of the head, knee and thigh,
foot, and shoulder. The difference between volleying and blocking is that in
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volleying the ball is made to go forward, so that a follow through is necessary
to the volley. The skill of heading is too difficult for the elementary children,.
but skill in the knee and thigh, and the shoulder volley may be taught. They
add fun to the game of soccer by keeping it from becoming a ground game only.
Analysis of Volleying
1.

Volleying with the knee and thigh. The body should be in line with the descending bal I. The weight of the body should be supported on one foot with
the other knee (the knee with which the ball is to be met) bent slightly and
raised forward. The arms should be free at the sides for balance. The eyes
should be on the ball. As the ball drops, the knee should be raised to meet
it. There may be a slight jump as the knee meets the ball.

2.

Volleying with the foot. (For the right foot). The weight should be carried
on the left foot. The right leg should be extended backward, in Iine with
the oncoming ball. The right knee should be slightly bent and the toe should
be pointed toward the ground. The trunk should be inclined slightly forward.
The arms should be free at the sides, and the eyes should be on the ball. As
the ball comes within reach of the player the right leg should be swung forward to meet it. The top of the instep should contact the ball. In this volley
the inside or the outside of the foot may also be used. The mechanics are essentially the same as those for kicking.

3.

Volleying with the shoulder. The weight should be on both feet. The arms
should be free or folded across the chest. The eyes should be on the bal I.
As the ball comes toward the player the entire body should be extended toward
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the ball. The entire body should follow through with a jump in the direction
of the volley.
In all of these the child must learn to judge what portion of the body should
be used for volleying by the height of the descending bal I.

Tackling
This is a defense skill and is used to take the ball away from an opponent.
This must be done without personal contact of any kind. Two types of tackling
are discussed here. Tackling may be done when facing the opponent by reaching
in with the foot and hooking the ball out or trapping it sideways. It may also be
done when running along side the opponent while he is dribbling and reaching in
for the ball with the foot and passing It to an oncoming colleague or turning away
from the opponent and starting a dribble in the opposite direction.
Analysis of Tackling
l. Hook Tackle. The tackler should face the oncoming opponent, should be

ahead of him and slightly to one side. The feet should be in a side stride
position. The knees should be easy. The weight should be evenly divided
on both feet. The trunk should be inclined slightly forward. The arms should
be free at the sides. The eyes should be on the ball. The leg near the opponent should be extended sideways with the inside of the foot toward the ground.
The weight should be transferred to the stationary foot. The knee of the stationary leg should bend deeply. The trunk should bend to the side of the stationary leg. The moving leg, after contact with the ball, should pull toward the
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tackler. The tackle should be timed when the opponent does not have contact with the ball. A pass is the safest play after a hook tackle, because
the tackler himself is not in a good position to play it.
2.

Side Tackle. Here the tackler is running alongside his opponent. The idea
is to pick up the dribble away from the opponent. The tackler's timing, then,
must be the same as that of the opponent. The tackler must be careful to
avoid tripping, and must attempt to reach the ball when it is not in contact
with the opponent's foot.

Punting
This is used only by the goalkeeper and, because it is time consuming, too
much time should not be taken for it by the entire class. However, punting skill
will be developed in such games as 11 Punt Back, 11 "Twenty Yard Football, 11 and
11

Hit the Ball. 11 The girls and boys are divided for these games with the boys

using both the soccer ball and the football. The girls use the soccer ball. If the
girls show interest in the football they may use the ball in a throwing and catching game of "Keep Away. 11
Analysis of Punting
1.

Punting. (Soccer ball). The ball should be held in front of the body, about
waist level and at arms' length. The fingers should be spread and the hands
opposite on the ball. The elbows should be slightly bent. The feet should
be together. The trunk should be inclined slightly forward. The eyes should
be on the ball. The ball should be dropped from the above position as a step
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taken on the left foot. The right leg should be swung forward to contact
the bal I just before it touches the ground. {In the drop kick the ball is on
the ground before the kick is made. Only the goalkeeper may use the dropkick) o As the leg is swung forward the knee should point so that the top of
the instep contacts the bal I • Two steps may be taken before the punt in
soccer. The goalkeeper, then, steps right, left, right as he kicks. In a
very forceful kick the heel of the left foot, or the entire foot, may leave
the ground.
2.

Punting. (Football). The main difference between punting with a soccer
bal I and a football is the way in which the ball is held. The player holds
the ball with his right hand toward the end of the ball, on the right side.
He grips with his left hand toward the front of the ball, on his left side.
The ball should be held at arm's length over the kicking foot and should
be dropped by pul Iing the hands away from it, so that the same relative
position wi II be maintained throughout its fall. In preparation for the
actual punt, he places his kicking leg behind the left leg, with his weight
on the left. He now takes a short step forward with his right foot, and then
a long stride with his left. As the left foot strikes the ground, the ball is
released and his right leg swings upward, with the knee straight. The toe
is extended so that the ball wi 11 contact the top of the instep. The ball
should be contacted near the ground for a low kick and about knee high
for a high kick.

CHAPTER V

INTERMEDIATE SOCCER UNIT

FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS IN SOCCER
l•
2.
3.
4.

5. Tackling
6. Volleying
7. Punting

Dribbling
Trapping
Kicking (and Passing)
Blocking
FOURTH GRADE

I.

Dribbling
Ao

Practice Lesson
1.

Straight line dribble. Use four file lines in
relay formation. Girls and boys may be sep-

-

,, '

J
CJ

'~

•\

I

skills. An Indian club is placed 30 to 40 feet

\

I

I

0

~.,..,

!

arated, if desired, to al low for differences in

I -I

41.

away in front of each I ine. See diagram. No.

\

4f I

•

I

1 in each line dribbles down and around pin

~~~~

and brings ball back to next person in line.

~2S2S:~

On second practice try moving faster. Since

2S..

~

2S.

~

dribbling involves keeping the bal I close to
the feet, enforce a rule that at least 6 taps of
the bal I must be made both going down and
coming back.
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2.
I
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I

\
\

B.

....

Six to eight players are at arms distance apart o

\.

'

+
,...
,
... ...
----· ,,
~

One player dribbles around the circle to the

I

xt

tx

v

'

~

4'

I

Dribbling on the curve. Use circle formationo

I
I

right returns and passes bal I to next circle

I

~

Game.

11

player who does the same thing.

Soccer Dribble Relay 11
l.

Use practice formation in IoA. l. The winner
is the team which comes in first without fouling, which in this case is touching the ball
with the hands or using a long kick o Each person must tag the next person in Ii ne as in regular relay.

C.

Game. "Circle Soccer Five Trips 11
l.

Use the circle formation of I .A.2. This time
have several small circles competing, perhaps
five or six circles. They must be equal in number. A completed trip is when everyone in the
circle has dribbled around the circle. The starting player cal Is off the number of trips. The
circle finishing its five trips wins.

II o

Trapping
A.

Practice lesson. (Exploin danger of stepping on the ball.)
l.

Use "Teacher and Class" formation o Teacher
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rolls the bal I to each person in turn who traps

\• Teacher''
'5<'

•

"

.~

'

the bal I with the sole of the foot and passes

'

the bal I back to teacher with an inside of the
foot kick.

Bo

Game.

11

Soccer Figure 8 Relay"
l.

,,-~

'
I

'

cer Dribble Relay 11 except that two or three

-1

I

This game is played in the same manner as "Soc-

I

I
~

obstacles are used, and the ball must follow the

I

'1

'

/

'

course shown in the diagram. This time the next

cc

..J,

person in Iine must trap the bal I before he starts

J

\

I
~

\

his course. The game is won by team coming in

I

~ I

•

first which does not foul. These are touching

~

~

)(

~

the ball with the hands, long kick, failing to

~

~

~

~

trap, knocking a pin down and not replacing it,

~

~

~

~

not going around in the prescribed manner, and
interference with another player's ball.

Co

Game. "Soccer Dribble and Trap Relay"

x

,

1.
~

".X'

~

dribble. The No. 1 pi ayer in the other ha If of

J,

...

the shuttle must trap the bal I by coming one or

~}

two steps to meet it, and then he dribbles to his

•

~

Use shuttle formation. Increase speed of the

opposite half-shuttleo Game is won by team

x

x

is.

which comes in first without fouling. (Fouls are
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the same as in II .B. 1.) Since players are meeting the ball on the move, caution children that
it is a bit more tricky.
Ill.

Kicking and Passing
A.

Practice lesson.
Kicking with the inside of the foot. Two lines
face each other. (Zig Zag formation) No. 1
Ii

II

Il

I I

I

I

I \

I

"

I

'1' I
I

I

I

I

I

I
·~

I

I

'

I

I

t

J.

I

t

j

f

I

I

I

'

passes with the inside of the right foot to player

I

I
I
I

No. 2, who sole traps and passes to No. 3 and
I

so forth down the Ii ne • When the ba 11 gets to

+

i i
I/
_...___....__.....;..
,'_ _..;;;•_
f

~

~

~

7

!i

.3

l

player No. 8, this person starts the ball back

)(

up the line using an inside kick with his left
foot.

B.

Game.

11

Soccer Zig Zag Pass Relay"
1•

Using the same formation as in Ill .A., let each
two lines be a team and compete to see which
team can finish first. Fouls are interference,
failure to recover own ball, and then to dribble back to own place before passing.

C.

Game.

11

Soccer Dribble and Shoot Relay"
1.

Use relay formation. Place pins as markers in
front of each line 30 to 40 feet away. About

5 yards in front of each marker draw a shooting
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Iine. No. l player in each Iine dribbles to
marker, goes around it, dribbles to the shooting line, and using a side kick he "shoots"
the ball to the next player in his line. If this

.....

player is drawn away from his starting position

Left
i="oe>t

to trap because of a poor kick, he must dribble
back to his starting position before starting

;

•

around the course. If, however, the kick is
straight, he merely traps the bal I and starts his
run. Fouls are the same as in "Soccer Figure
8 Relay."
2.

The first time the game is played shoot with the
right foot. The second time the game is played
shoot with the left. See diagram.

D.

Game •

11

Soccer Run and Pass Rei ay"
1.

Each team is divided into two file Iines standing side by side. Upon a signal the first two
players in each team using feet only pass a soccer ball between them as they run down the field
to a given mark and return to their lines. Without using their hands they deliver the ball to the
next players in their team and take their places
at the back of their own Iines. The next players
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(/\()

proceed in the same manner and so on through

n

n

i<'l

the whole team. The object of the game is to
see which team can finish first while at the

r;:/,l

l\\

same time making good use of their feet in passing.

2.
0

their receiving teammate.

~

".IC.

Q

.0

-g,

)l('

.a

L.

~

.Q..

~

3.

A

as well as the inside of the foot.

B
Game.

11

After some practice is had, suggest that the
players try passing with the outside of the foot

..a.
Teatn

Team
Eo

Coach the players to pass the ball in front of

Shuttle Distance Kick 11

l.

"C"

The teams are lined up as shown in the diagram.
The first player of team X kicks the ball as far

u

as he can toward his opponents' line. The first

1:)

player in team 0 kicks the bal I back from the

i

....
0

spot where it lands. The second player X kicks

U$e

a:>

lnstep

"\00'

from the spot where this ball lands, and so on.

k'ick

If on the last kick of team 0 the bal I crosses

!

the starting line of team X, team 0 wins. If
~

g.
~

the ball fails to cross this line, team X wins.

2.

The second time the game is played have team
0 start with the kick-off.
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IV.

Blocking
A.

Practice lesson
1.

Demonstrate thigh, hip, chest, and shoulder
blocking. Separate boys and girls. Use circle formation. Player in center is told first to
toss high balls at a circle player who attempts
to block the bal I with a shoulder or chest
block. In their circle the girls are told to
cross their arms across the chest. Next the
center player tosses bal I waist high at circle
players who block with either hip. Center
player, then, tosses ball, aiming at the middie of the thigh of the circle player so that
the block can be made with the inside of the
flexed knee and thigh.

2.

Caution the center player to toss the bal I and
not to throw it hard.

3.

Remind the children that the body gives and
bends with the ball so that it is directed to the
ground. Get as Iittle forward motion on it as
possible.

4.

In the case of the girls' cross arm chest block
no forward motion of the arms is allowed.
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V.

Team games using the above ski Ils.
Ao

11

Line Soccer. 11

1o

Playing area--Playground, Gymnasium--30 feet by 30 feet.

2o

Equipment--One soccer ball for each game.

3o

Number of players--Equal teams--14 to 30.

4o

Kind of game--Soccer lead-up.

5o

Ski Ils--Kicking, passing, trapping, and blocking.

6.

Objectives--Team effort, emotional development, neuromuscular skills.

7.

Playing rules--The players are divided into two equal teams
which Iine up facing each other on the two
end lines of the court. These lines are called
the goal lines. Two players from each team are
designated as guards and are stationed on the
side lines near their own goal lines, their duty
being to keep the bal I within bounds and to defend their goal Iines. The object of the game
is to kick the ball through the opponents' line.
At the start of the game the bal I is placed in
the center of the playing area. At a signal
the player at the right end of each line runs
forward and tries to kick the bal I through the
opponents' lineo The play continues until one
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runner has kicked the ball through the opponent's line. The player who has been running
then takes the place of the right guard, the
right guard replaces the left guard, who in
turn takes the place at the left end of the Iine.
In this way the whole team rotates toward the
place of the runner. The Ii nemen may stop

5?" .5<

the bal I with their hands, but they may not

x x

~

throw it. The bal I may be advanced by kick-

30'

~

~

~

R
...

•

0

11')

p
L
.0.

L own runner.

Ba\\

Scoring. Two points are scored each time a

~.

J

J:l.

.0.

ing it only. The Iinesmen should kick to their

..£,.

..0.

runner kicks the bal I through his opponents'

~

R

Iine. A bal I kicked through by a player
other than the runner does not count, and
play is resumed as at the beginning without
changing runners. One point is scored each
time a successful free kick is made.
Fouls.
a. Runner touching the ball with the hands.
b. Lineman advancing the ball with the hands.
c. Pushing, holding, shoving or blocking of an
opponent by a runner.
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d. Kicking the ball over the heads of opposing line.
eo

Kicking the ball over a side line.

fo

Linemen or guards playing in center territory.

Penalty. Runner on opponents• side is given a
free kick o A free kick is made from the center
of the court, and no interference is al lowed on
the part of the opposing runner.
Teaching suggestions. The game is more fun if
the guard lines aren't too long. Use the squad
formations and have two games going. If playing the game inside use a rubber ball or a partially deflated soccer ball. It won't travel so
far or hit so hard. Easier on the toes of children
wearing tennis shoes. If children show an inclination to run toward the ball in the center
too hard, then for safety reasons, ask the runners to meet in the center and use a 11 bully 11
start. See "Square Soccer'1on page 37 o
Bo

11

Soccer Dodge Ball 11

lo

Playing area--Playground, gymnasium--circle 15 to 20 feet
in diametero
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2o

Equipment--Soccer ball or large rubber ball.

3.

Skills--Kicking, blocking, dribbling, trapping.

4o

Kind of game--Soccer lead-up.

5.

Objectives--Organic development, strength and skill development, social adjustment.

6.

Playing rules--Players form a single circle facing center with
three or more players inside the circle. The players outside of the circle kick the ball back and
forth, attempting to hit the center players. They
may do so by advancing the bal I with any part of
the body except the hands and arms. When one
player in the center is hit by the bal I, he changes
places with the person who hit him. If the bal I

q

goes outside the circle or stops inside the circle
it may be played by the nearest player who must

.0.

dribble it with his feet back to his place in the
circle before he can put it into play. (Probably
the best rule for an outside the circle recovery
is to have the person recover the ball upon whose
right side the bal I went out.)
Teaching suggestions. Adjust the size of the
circles according to the skill of the players.
Point out to the children that holding arms out
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from the body aids in balance when using the
feet as is necessary in this game. When starting the game limit the kind of kick to the inside kick. When some accuracy has been gained,
have children try the instep kick, but include
these rules that any hit above the waist is not
legal; the person hit is not out; and that any
kicker who kicks the ball over the circle players'
heads is put in the penalty box for two minutes.
C.

"Soccer Team Dodge Ball • 11
1.

Playing rules--This is essentially the same game as Soccer
Dodge bal I. The difference lies in putting ful I teams inside
the circle instead of the two or three players mentioned in the
above game. The circle may need to be enlarged.
Scoring. Have each team inside the circle two to three minutes, eliminating those who are hit. Count the number of hits
each team has against it. The team who has the fewest hits
wins.

D.

"Square Soccer. 11
1•

Playing area--Gymnasium or playground--30 foot square.

2.

Equipment--One soccer ball for each game.

3.

Number of players--Two equal teams.

4.

Kind of game--Soccer lead-up.
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5o

Skills--Kicking, passing, blocking, dribbling.

6.

Objectives--Neuro-muscular development, social and emotional development.

7.

Playing rules--Have one team Iined up on two adjacent sides
of a thirty-foot square, and the other team
Iined up on the other two sides. One person
from each team comes out as a forward. The
game is started with a bully. The two forwards
must touch the ground with one foot and

rr

-rr

ry

l'.')"

then the ba 11 with the same foot, a Iternate Iy

rr

three times. The ball may then be played by

b

xJ

II-"

><l should be repeated. Each forward tries to kick

p
'Q

•

~

><l
><1

ti
b

either player. If the bully is not completed it

the ba 11 over the opponents' goa I Ii nes. (Ba 11
must go through the guards and not over their
heads. If this happens, it is an out-of-bounds

A.

~

x.

2::;:.

x.

ball and the nearest line player kicks the ball
in from his line position.) Players who form the
side Iines try to keep the bal I from going between or through, them and try to kick the bal I
back to their own forward, since only forwards
can make a goal.
Scoring. Two points for a kick through the
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opponent's lineo One point for a successful
free kick.
Fouls.
a. Kicking the ball over the heads of the side
line players.
b. Tripping, pushing, shoving, or holding.
c. Touching the ball with the handso (Forwards)
Penalty. A free kick Is given to the opposition with the bal I placed at the center of the
square. His opposition must stay behind the center of the square and toward his own side line
players until the kick is made. The side line
players are permitted to play the kick by blocking with the body, or they may catch the ball,
but they must immediately put the bal I down and
kick to their own forward. If on the free kick,
the kicker kicks over the side line players heads,
a side line player puts the ball back Into play
with a place-kick.
Teaching suggestions. After a player has scored,
or has had two to three minutes of play, the forwards move to the end of their lines, and two
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new forwards come out into the square to play
the bal I. Let children protect their faces with
their hands at any time.

L

11

Partner Square Soccer. 11

1.

Playing rules--This is the same game as Square Soccer and uses
the same formation. However in this variation,
each team sends in two players--one who plays
forward and another player who acts as a back.
The forwards are sti 11 the only ones who can

~

TI'

1J

'T.)'"

-0-

make a goal. The backs play defense, playing

Goql

;:1 anywhere up to the middle of the field, so that

l:T

p

Cf

'U'

--

b<

back has three jobs: help defend the goal; kick

2S..

the ball away from the opposite forward; and

li

pass it on to his own forward. Now the forward

Gool

x

.A

A

now the square shou Id have a cente r Ii ne • The

~

~

should not play defense but must learn to rely on
his back, so there should never be more than two
people playing the bal I at any time. The forward
stays near the center Iine when the bal I is being
played by his own back.

F.

"Four Man Soccer 11
1.

Playing Rules--The formation is the same as in the above two
games. This time, however, send in two forwards
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(right and left), and two backs (right and left).
The backs and forwards play the same positions
as they did in the game of Partner Square Soccer, but now they also must stay in their right
or left portions of the playing field.
FIFTH GRADE
I.

Review
A.

Game. "Partner Soccer. 11

B.

Game. "Four-Man Soccer. 11
1.

In each of the above games enlarge the field, perhaps to bas>ketball court size, so that the field is longer than it is wide.
At times have boys in separate games or during a game have
only girls competing with girls and boys competing with boys.

II.

Dribbling, Kicking, Passing, Trapping, and Blocking.
A.

Review "Figure 8 Relay. 11

B.

Review "Soccer Run and Pass Relay. 11

C.

Practice lesson in types of traps. (1) sole, (2) inside of lower legs,
and (3) inside of both legs.

\I

Teac h e~

II

1.

-er

~

Use "Teacher and Closs" for practice. Indicate
the type of pass to be used so that al I the passes
will be used.

D.

Game.

11

Soccer Shuttle Dribble and Trap Relay. 11
1•

Use a shuttle formoti on. The eh ii dren may use
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any of the above traps. No. l in each shut-

f)

4
.2

tie dribbles the bal I to the No. 2 player in
the other half-shuttle who traps and dribbles

\ Trar

to the No. 3 player in his shuttle, etc. The

i

team which finishes first without committing

q

any fouls wins.

~
\, l

1.

(;
E.

2.

Fouls. Fouls are touching the bal I with hands,
failing to trap before dribbling, interfering

3

with another player's ball.

Game. "Soccer Shuttle Dribble and Posso 11

l.

Use shuttle formation. Shuttle halves are from
50 to 60 feet apart. The dribbler then dribbles

I.

t

Pcus

to a half-way mark and passes to the first play-

•
..Q.

f

.Q.

3

F.

er in the other half of his team.
Game. Review blocking by playing "Circle Kick Bal I. 11
l.

Playing area--Playground, gymnasium.

2.

Equipment--One soccer bal I for each circle.

3.

Number of players--Any number.

4.

Kind of game--Bal I and soccer lead-up.

5.

Skills--Kicking and blocking.

6.

Objectives--Neuro-muscular skill development, social and
emotional development.

7.

Playing rules--AI I players form a circle. One player is given
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the bal I. The player with the bal I starts the
game by kicking it to the opposite side. The
receiving players then attempt to kick the bal I
outside of the circle on the opposing side.
The players who receive the ball should prevent it from passing outside of the circle, with
any part of their bodies, but not with the hands.
They then kick the bal I to the opposite side,
and so on. The two players between whom the
bal I passes are eliminated, as is a player who
kicks the ball over the heads of the circle play\
\

A·

ers. Those who are eliminated may begin a new
game, and play without elimination until the
first circle has but five players remaining, when
a new game is begun with all the players.
Teaching suggestions. After some ski 11 has been
learned in the above game, have the circle revolve in either direction, instead of remaining
stationary. This will help teach children to
judge how to kick while on the move. Another
variation is to divide the circle into two teams,
the l 1s on one half of the circle and the 2's on
the other half of the circle. Each player
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attempts to kick the ball through the opposing
team. Successful tries score two points, and
fifteen points make a game. A kick over head
deducts one point from the kicking team. Players should not be eliminated in this variation.
Go

Game. "Kicking Through • 11

l.

Playing area--Playground or gymnasium--70 to 80 feet o

2.

Equipment--One soccer bal I.

3o

Number of players--Any number.

4.

Kind of game--Ball and soccer lead-up.

5.

Ski I ls--Kicking, trapping, blocking.

6.

Objectives--Neuro-muscular development, team effort, and
organic if the teams are smal I enough to involve the maximum
number.

7.

u

Playing rules--The class is divided into two teams. One team

u u u u

starts the play with a place kick from its own
goal Iine. The opposite team stops the bal I
(blocking or trapping), and kicks it back. This
is continued until one team crosses the opposite
goal line. This scores two points. Touching
the bal I with the hands scores one point for the
opposite team. After a score across the goal
line the team scored against kicks off. No
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opponent may stand closer than 5 yards to a
player kicking.
Teaching suggestions. By having two games
going more people wil I be actively involved,
and the problem of bunching up on the kick
will be lessened. Stress team efforto Only
that person to whom the ball comes can play
it unless he chooses to pass to a teammate who
is in a better position to shoot. Have the Iine
of players move down the field in a relatively
straight Iine behind the bal I.
Ho

Game. "Dribble and Shoot for Goal. 11

1.
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God I
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I

0

•

I

I

I

II

Use relay formation. About 50 feet from the
relay Iines mark off an area about six yards
wide. If inside use two chairs or two standards.
If outside drive two large sticks into the ground.

111

•

•

Tie flags on the top. The number l players in
each line dribble to a half-way mark and shoot
for "goal 11 trying to hit within the six-yard goal
area. Two points are scored for each successful try o In order that accuracy be stressed
rather than speed do not time this game, but
allow children all the time they need to shoot
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with care. The team having the largest score
after each team member has had a turn wins.
After shooting have each person trap his own
bal I and dribble back to the next person in
his line.

lllo

Present Tackling as a definite lesson now. (Children have been doing
tackling incidentally.) Separate boys and girls.
A.

Hook Tackle Practice Lesson.

l.

Use shuttle formation. No. 1 dribbles forward
abou~

half-way. No. 2 comes forward to

0

to

u

try to hook bal I away. Show how body must
be at the side of the oncoming person in order

L5

to extend a leg to tackle the ball and then pull

l
Tack\e

the bal I towards himself.

2.

After practicing the above, play the game of
11

Soccer Dribble and Take Away." This is the

same as the practice lesson in Ill.A. 1. except
now a point is scored for the tackler's team if he

•

manages to hook the bal I away from the dribbler •
Then reverse the duties of the shuttle-halves.
The team with the larger tack Iing score wins.
Stress the fact that both offensive and defensive
tactics are being used.
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B.

Side Tackle Practice Lesson.
1.

Use four lines. Divide the boys into two lines
and divide the girls into two Iines. No. 1

Tack\e

dribbles the ball forward and No. 1 in the second line runs along side trying to tackle the
ball. Show how the tackle should be attempted
when the dribbler is tapping the ball with the
foot farther away from the tackler and is free of
the bal I.
2.

After the players have practiced the above lesson so that the idea is clear, add a second tack-

' ......

ler whose job it is to receive a pass from the first

......

....... ,

tackler. See diagram. Put X team in the center
with 0 team divided and placed on either side
of X team. No. 1X dribbles forward with 05

.0. b

.as

8

1J. 7

.!l

and 06 running on either side of him. 05 attempts a side tackle and pass to 06 who traps •
Make a game of this formation by counting the
number of received passes. In order that a point
be made it is necessary that the second tackler
receive the ball from the first tackler. Each
tackling duo plays against two X players. Then
reverse the duties and let the X team do the
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tackling.

The team with the largest number

of tackling points wins.
C.

Game. "Five Goalie Soccer."
1.

Playing area--40 to 50 foot square.

2.

Equipment--One soccer bal I for each game.

3.

Number of players--Any number.

4.

Kind of game--Soccer lead-up.

5.

Skills--Kicking, passing, trapping, blocking, position playing and duties.

6.

Objectives--Social and emotional development, neuro-muscular development.

7.

Playing rules--The class is divided into groups of five. Boys
and girls may be separated. One side of the
square is the goal line. Across from the goal
line is the starting line. The first five players
are placed along the goal line. Their job is
to defend the goal • They try to keep the bal I
from being kicked through them. The second
group of five players are placed along the
starting Iine. These players are the forwards.
The person in the center is given the bal I. Behind these players the next or third group of
pi ayers is pi aced. These pi ayers a re the backs.
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The game starts with the center forward kicking the ball to one of his forwards, preferably
an outside forward. The forwards try to kick
the ball over the goal line. The backs move
along behind them, playing any ball which is
sent over the forwards' heads. The goal line
players may block the ball with the body, may
~

i

~

~

"' x:----·- --Goalies

heads. This throw must be an in-bounds ball,
otherwise the ball is given to the opposing

....
0

!

catch the ball and throw over the forwards'

11
.1L

.a. .0. .D. u
For-wa.,.d.s
.a .0 .Sl ..w
5

forwards at a point half-way between the
starting line and the goal line. The goal Iine
players may also trap and kick the ball away

J"L

..a. ..a.

..Q.

..Q.

from the goal •

..a.

.Q.

..0.

J:l

.D.

Rotation. Give each group of forwards 2 to 3

u

..Q.

.Q.

.Q.

Jl.

minutes to try for goal. Then rotate the for-

Waiting
Lines

wards to the goalies' line, the backs become
forwards while the goalies who have just defended go to the end of the line to wait their
turn to play in the field.
Scoring. Two points for a goal. One point
for a successful free-kick. Each group of five
keeps its own score •
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Out-of-bounds ball. Any ball which goes outof-bounds over the side Ii ne is brought to the
spot where it went out and kicked in by the
nearest forward or back.
Fouls. Fouls may be called in the restraining
areao If a goalie is fouled against, he gets a
free-kick at the restraining line, but if a forward is fouled, he gets a free-kick at a point
about half-way between the starting line and
the goal line. All opposition must be five yards
away.
Teaching suggestions. This game is designed
to teach playing positions and their duties.
The forwards must stay behind the ball. The
backs must stay behind the forwards. Any bal I
which goes over the forwards' heads is played
by the backs who feed to the forwards. The
means the forwards must stay in front of the
backs. The goalies are learning some of goalkeeper's duties. They must play within the
five-foot restraining Iine.
D.

Game.
1.

11

End zone Soccer. 11

Playing area--Court 60 by 100 feet as marked in diagram. Six
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feet from the end lines parallel lines called zone lines are
drawn to form goal areas at each end of the field. Warning
lines are drawn at the sides of the court 10 feet from the zone
lines. At the center of the court a circle is drawn with a
radius of 6 feet.

2o

Equipment--One soccer bal I •

3.

Number of players--Any number.

4.

Kind of game--Soccer lead-up.

5o

Skills--All the preceeding soccer skills plus position playing
and ful Ibacks.
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Objectives--Organic development, team effort, emotional
development, and neuro-muscular development.

7.

Playing rules--Players are divided into two teams and members
of each team are numbered. Team X forwards,
1, 2, and 3, stand behind the center division
line; Team X halfbacks, 4, 5, and 6, stand
behind their forwards; the remaining players
enter the zone area of their team and defend
the goal line but they shall be called fullbacks • Tearn 0 pi eyers take corresponding
positions at their end of the field. The game
is started by a kickoff on the center line; all
players must be in their own half of the field
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and opposing players outside the center circle.
Team X forwards may advance to the zone I ine
of their opponents in an effort to kick the bal I
over the end goal line. Halfbac:ks should never
get ahead of their forwards. Their duty is to follow up their forwards so as to feed the ball to
them if the forwards lose it. They, I ike the
forwards, play their own positions. Forwards,
while in their own half of the field, near their
own goal zone, should not drop behind their
warning Iine. The halfbacks should be there.
The fullbacks of each team remain in their own
zone areas and may not advance beyond the
zone. Although they are guarding the goal
they along with the other players may not use
their hands except to protect their faces.
Out-of-bounds ball. The ball shall be put on
the Iine at the spot where the bal I went out
and kicked in by a member of the team opposite the person who caused it to go out-ofbounds.
Fouls. If the ball is kicked for a goal and it
goes over the heads of the fullbacks, a free
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kick is awarded the ful Ibacks at the spot where
the ba 11 went out. Other fou Is are tripping,
pushing, holding or striking. For these infringements the team fouled against will take a freekick for goal at a point about mid-way between
the goal line and the center line.
Rotationo Following a goal or a three minute
period, whichever comes first, players in each
team rotateo Forwards go to the position of the
highest numbered fullbacks; halfbacks become
forwards; the lowest numbered ful Ibacks become the new halfbacks.
Scoringo Two points for a goal; one point for a
successful free-kicko Tobe a legal goal the
bal I must pass over the Iine no higher than the
shoulder height of the tallest playero
Playing periods. The game may be played in
two halves of seven minutes each or until al I the
players have had a chance to play al I the positions.
Teaching suggestions. When boys and girls are
playing together in soccer games, this type of
separation within teams is encouraging to both
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boys and girls. If the three forwards are boys,
then the halfbacks are girls. This applies to
Team One. Just the opposite arrangement will
be set up for Team Two--the forwards are girls
and the halfbacks are boys. The reason for
this set-up is that when the forwards (boys} of
Team One get possession of the ball, the halfbacks (boys) of Team Two will do the tackling
with the forwards of Team Two (girls} playing
back so as to be free to receive the bal I.
Then these girls play against the girls of Team
One.

100 1

----4

:r
CT\
0

:r
End Zone Soccer

13

13
Diagram from VanHagen, op. cit., p. 473.
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SIXTH GRADE
I.

Review "End Zone Soccer."

II o

Formation Plays to practice when playing "End Zone Soccer o 11
Ao

Kick-in.
l.

Play "End Zone Soccer, 11 but when the ball goes out-of-bounds
stop the play to demonstrate how the back kicks-in from the
side-line. Forwards move ahead so they can receive the pass.
The defending (the Opposition) forwards must be at least 5 yards
away from the player taking the kick-in. They try to close up
the spaces where the ball may come and are ready to tackle
the ball. Teammages may stand a little closer, thus encouraging a short pass. The kick-in player must not play the ball after he kicks it in unti I after another person has played it.

Bo

Free-kick.
lo

During the game of "End Zone Soccer" fouls will occuro For
these infringements give a free-kick to the side which was
fouled againsto However instead of awarding the free-kick for
a goal try, give the free-kick at the spot where the foul occurred. Opposition will stand at least 5 yards awayo This
free-kick is generally taken by a half-back. This allows this
player's forwards a chance to move ahead in order to receive
the pass. The opposition should close in the spaces and be
ready to tackle.
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Co

Defense-kick.
l•

The type of 11 defense-kick 11 used in "End Zone Soccer" can be
that a goal defender wil I place-kick from the spot where the
ball went out-of-bounds over the goal line and over the defenders' heads. The defending forwards wait a short distance
down the field so that they can receive the kick.

D.

Teaching Suggestions for position playing and players' duties.
1.

Coach forwards to keep back out of the way when their own
backs are defending their goal. This will put them in a position to receive a clearing pass from their backs.

2.

Coach forwards to move in a nearly straight line when they
are bringing the ball down field. They must play their own
areas and must not put other players 11 out of work. 11

3o

Forwards must not be in front of the ball when they are playing in the opponents' half of the field.

111.

4.

Halfbacks stay behind their forwards.

5.

Fullbacks stay behind their halfbacks.

Forward Practice.
Ao

The class is divided into groups of five. One
half of the groups of five work toward one goal
and the other half toward the opposite goal.
A bal I is given to the center player of each
group. He kicks or passes to either an inside

or outer forward and al I the forwards attempt
to keep a straight line as they move down
field. At the right moment the ball is passed
back to the. center who tries for goal. As soon
as one line passes the half-way mark another
Iine may be started down fie Id.
B.

The same procedure is fol lowed bµt this time
one group of fives is defense. This group may

~
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not go past the half-way mark on their side,
but if they manage to tackle or intercept the
ball and get it past half-way mark they win •
If the forwards can get the bal I through to
the goal they win. Rotation should be made
so that each group gets to play defense.

IV.

Review all the dribbling, passing, kicking, blocking, tackling, and trapping relays of the fourth and fifth grades. Any time spent on ball handling will be valuable.
A.

Add "Soccer Shuttle Dribble and Trap Relay. 11
Play the same as found in the fifth grade curri-

Pass

culum page 41. The difference will be the way
in which the shuttles will be set up. Instead of

Pass

the shuttles facing each other they will be
placed in an offset manner. See diagram.
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Bo

Practice lesson for blocking.

6

u

4-

u

foci ng and standing 10 to 15 feet apart. A

u

ball is given to the first player of one line.

,..

B\ock

l l
"'
I
I
I
I

..

Co

l.

0

-

l

Separate the boys and girls. Two lines are

This No. l player tosses or bounces the ball
toward player No. 2 who attempts to block
the ball with the thigh, hip, or shoulder depending on the height of the ball. These two
players exchange Iines. Then No. 3 sets up

I

~

3

K

the bal I for No. 4, etc. Stress bending and

.5

~

giving with the impact of the ball.

Practice lesson for Volleying.
l.

Separate the boys and girls. Use same fonnation as in IV.B.lo But this time explain the
difference between volleying and blocking.

2.

Now have the bal I tossed or bounced and the
player must return the ball by the foot, knee
or shoulder. Have them try to return the bal I
so that the tosser can catch it.

3.

Teaching suggestions. It is best not to have
blocking and volleying lessons on the same
day. For instance, "Soccer Shuttle Dribble
and Trap Relay" and the lesson on blocking
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could be given on one day o Volleying could
be combined with "Soccer Run and Pass" as
found in the fifth grade curriculum on page 41.
Vo

Game.
A.

11

Rotation Soccer. 11

Ski IIs and duties are much the same as in "End Zone Soccer, 11 but
now there are three Iines of players. Position playing Is more important than ever.
l.

Playing area--45 by 75 feet and larger if possible.

2.

Equipment--One soccer ball.

3o

Number of players--18 to 360

4.

Kind of game--Soccer lead-up.

5.

Skills--All the soccer skills so far presented.

6.

Objectives--Organic and Neuro-muscular development o
Tearn effort and emotional control o

7o

Playing rules--The players are divided into two teams which
are again divided into three equal groups and
I ined up as shown in the diagram o The first
Iine players are forwards; the second Iine players are halfbacks; the third line players are fullbacks. The object of the game is to kick the bal I
over the opponents' goal Iine. The game is
played in two eight-minute periods. The soccer bal I is placed in the center of the field and
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is put into play by a kick-off as in soccer.
The opposition must be out of the 6-foot circle. The forward line takes the ball down the
field by dribbling, passing or kicking, and attempts to get it over the opponents' goal line.
Forwards may not play back of the twenty-

G

foot line on their own side. The halfbacks
may fol low the forwards to the twenty-foot
Iine on the opposite side. The fullbacks play
as goal guards and remain within the goal area.
Al I players must play within their own lanes up
and down the field. As soon as a goal has been
scored the forwards take the places of the goal
guards; the goal guards take the places of the
halfbacks; the halfbacks take the places of the
forwards. Play is then resumed with the kickoff being taken by the side opposite that which

Rotation

Soccer

scored. If the game is continued for more than
three minutes without a score being made by
either side the referee shall blow the whistle
and call for rotation. She shall then start the
game again with the bal I placed in the same
position as when the whistle stopped the game.
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Fouls.
ao Touching the ball with the hands or the
forearms.
bo Pushing, holding, shoving, or blocking an
opponent.
co Overstepping the restraining Iines, or
players playing out of position.
d. Kicking the ball over the heads of the goal
guards.
Penahies.
ao For fouls l, 2, and 3 a free-kick is awarded
to the opposing team.
b. For foul 4 a free-kick is awarded to a goal
guard who kicks in at the spot where the
ball went over the goal line.
Out-of-bounds.
ao Any ball kicked over the side lines shall be
put in play by a place-kick.
Scoring. Two points for each goal. No goal
may be socred on the kick-off or~ on a freekick.
YI o

Punting

Ao

Game.

11

SoccerVolleyball. 11
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1.

Playing area--45 by 75 feet.

2o

Equipment--One soccer bal I for each game.

3o

Number of players--Any number.

4o

Skills--Punting and catching.

5.

Objectives--Neuro-muscular development and social and
emotional development.

6.

Playing rules--A playing area is marked off, as shown in the
diagram. The players are divided into two
equal teams. Team members scatter about inside their territory. If possible, have two
games going--one for the boys and one for the
girls. The ball is put in play by having any
player on either side kick it into the opponents•
territory using the punt kick. Any player on
the opposite side may catch it and kick it back
into the rival team's territory. Each kick must
be made from the spot where the ball was
caught. The game continues in this manner
. unti I a point is scored. Points are scored by a
team when the opponents; (a) fail to catch the
bal I, (b) kick it out of bounds, {c) kick it into
neutral territory, or (d) fail to kick it out of
their own territory. After each point is scored,
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the bal I is put in play again by any player
on the team losing the point. The players
of each team take turns putting the ball in
play after points are scored. Fifteen points
wins the game.
Teaching suggestions. Make sure everyone
has a turn at punting. Keep the players
spread in the field. Do not allow any one
player to play the ball all over the area.
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Carl A. Troester, Jr., Everyday Games for ChHdren (Dansville, NoY.:
FoAo Owen Publishing Co., 1950), p. 215.

KEY TO DIAGRAMS

Players--

2i 0. facing

Path of ball-- - - Path of player--

Ball--

•
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- - - - -
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